Although cancer mechanisms differ from occurrence and development, some of them have 24 similar oncogenesis, which leads to similar clinical phenotypes. Most existing genotyping studies look 25 at "omics" data, but intentionally or unintentionally avoided that cancer is a time-dependent 26 evolutionary process, biologically represented by the time evolution of tumor clones. We used the 
Introduction 50
Cancer is a multistage process that abnormal cells invade or spread to other parts of the 51 body (Plummer et al. 2016 ), causing about 15.7% of human deaths (Wang et al. 2016 ). Different 
59
Stefan Avey, Yong Kong 2013). This is the starting point of pan-cancer researches. Scientists have 60 tried diverse methods to identify pan-cancer pattern using omics data, e.g., somatic nucleotide 61 variants (SNV) (Leiserson et al. 2015) , copy number variation (CNV) (Zack et al. 2013 ),
62
proteomics (Zhang et al. 2014 ) and DNA methylation (Yang et al. 2017) . But the results are not as 63 expected, because the occurrence and development of cancers is a time-dependent evolutionary 64 process. Recent studies indicated that the tumor aggressivity always links to its heterogeneity (Jögi et 
75
predominantly from an early clone mixed with numerous subclones (Sottoriva et al. 2015) . Besides, 76 recent studies also put forward a neutral evolutionary theory (Williams et al. 2016 ), similar to 77 4 Kimura's (Kimura 1977) . Our previous study on clear cell renal carcinoma reconstructed a 78 phylogenetic tree model in a fashion of stage-by-stage expansion (Pang et al. 2018 ). Since these 79 theories were based on the studies of different cancers, we need to use a uniform algorithm to figure   80 out the evolution patterns of pan-cancer.
81
In the current study, we reconstructed the evolution processes for pan-cancers with somatic 82 mutations across pathological stages, based on which four representative evolutionary patterns (tree, 83 chaos, biconvex and Cambrian) were proposed. Then we analyzed the similarities and differences of 84 clinical aggressivity for these evolutionary patterns. We further explained the functional 85 characteristics of the pan-cancer evolution pattern by a protein-protein interaction network based on 86 the differentially expressed genes.
88

Results
89
Mutation and survival landscape of pan-cancer 90
We collected clinical and genomic data sets of 21 types of cancers from the Cancer Genome
91
Atlas (TCGA) cohort (The full names of cancers were listed in Table S1 ). Since not all of them were 92 well-paired, we finally chose 5,134 samples with somatic SNVs for constructing evolution processes 93 and 9,249 samples for survival analysis. The annotation information on related biological system, 94 early detection of cancer, tumor type and M/C class were showed in Table S1 .
95
The gene mutation landscape indicated that mutation frequency differed among different 96 types of cancers. For instance, SKCM and UCEC had high discreteness, while KIRC and THCA were 97 centralized (Fig. 1a) . Additionally, gene mutation frequency did not increase with the progress of 98 pathological stages in most cancers (Fig. 1b, Table S2 ). Although mutation frequency always 99 correlated with tumor deterioration for specific cancers, general survival outcome didn't exhibit a 100 consistence among pan-cancer (Fig. 1c) . For example, even with a relatively low mutation frequency,
101
OV showed a poor 5-year survival rate. Then we carried out a hierarchical cluster analysis with a 102 combination of mutation frequency and 5-year survival rate (Fig. 1d) . In the yellow box cluster, both
103
OV and LUSC showed poor survival outcomes, but LUSC possessed a high mutation frequency. As Since genetic studies always focused on high-frequency mutations, the evolutionary path and 118 essential variations with moderate frequency were missing generally. We employed the Bayesian
119
Mutation Landscape (BML) methods to reconstruct evolutionary processes based on somatic 120 mutations, and generated directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) of each cancer using four pathological 121 stages representing four-time points during the tumor progression (Fig. S1) 
128
also had a slight contribution to vector 1 (Fig. S2) . Finally, we generated four evolution patterns for 129 cancers based on the NMF clusters (Fig. 2a, 2b and 2c ). 
172
called it "Cambrian" pattern. Tumors in this cluster usually had no SNV driver genes, and was not 9 SNV dominated (Table S1 ). The "Cambrian" pattern seems to be exactly the opposite of "biconvex". 
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Survival outcomes of pan-cancer evolution patterns 181
After identifying the cancer evolution patterns, we explored survival outcomes for each 182 evolution pattern. Among all the evolution patterns ( Fig. 3a and 
213
Biological function analysis for pan-cancer evolution patterns 214
We also performed functional analysis for the evolution patterns based on the differentially 215 expressed genes in cancers. We used a threshold of p-value<0.01 and fold-change >3 to detect 216 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in genomic data of cancers. For each evolution pattern, we 217 merged all tumors and DEGs into a single network based on their belonging relationship (Fig. 4a) .
218
We also added links between genes according to Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD) protein-219 protein interactions (PPI). Chaos pattern has the highest network heterogeneity and tree pattern has 220 the most centralized network structure (Table S4, Fig. S3 ). Statistical information for cancer 221 connection degree and PPI degree of each DEGs was represented in Table S5 . Some DEGs were 222 highly connected to cancers, but their PPI degrees were comparatively low (e.g., FOXM1 and PDK4).
223
They were likely to be a consequence rather than an inducement. However, DEGs with high degrees 224 in both PPI and cancer-connection should be valued. Among these high degree genes, MMP9, MMP2, (Fig. 4b) . Although most pattern-shared pathways 238 were confirmed cancer hallmarks, four evolution patterns had their particular pathways, for example,
239
Hepatitis B pathway in Cambrian pattern and MAPK signaling pathway in chaos pattern. Besides,
240
there were seven pathways shared by three evolution patterns, e.g., AGE-RAGE signaling pathway 241 and protein digestion and absorption. They were not often discussed in cancer studies before. But they 242 were closed to inflammation which is a preprocess of cancer (Riehl et al. 2009 
273
gene expression and protein-protein interactions). We generated features of four evolution patterns in 274 Tree pattern and chaos pattern are the typical evolution patterns. The former employs a major 280 evolutionary path, leading to a comparatively low tumor heterogeneity according to our hypothesis.
281
Cancers in this evolution pattern, e.g., COAD and READ, also have remarkable driver 
321
immune system could bring out a severe evolution progression.
322
Our research reconstructed pan-cancer evolution process based on somatic mutations across 323 four pathological stages. We proposed four cancer evolution patterns which is in consistent with their 324 survival outcome. Except study based on genomic data, we also used gene expression data for 325 functional enrichment analysis and explored their similarities and differences. On the other hand, we 326 found some DEGs with high PPI degree and cancer-connection which should be valued. Our study 327 therefore furthers the understanding of tumor progression and figured out how they drive clinical 328 aggression.
329
The unbalance sample size and heterogeneity among different patients would be limiting 330 factors for cancer evolution study. We used the bootstrap method to construct the evolution process 
339
Materials and Methods 340
Data Processing 341
All pan-cancer samples derived from TCGA Data Portal Bulk Download (http://tcga-342 data.nci.nih.gov/tcga) (Chang et al. 2013) , with a declaration that all TCGA data are now available 343 without restrictions on their use in publications or presentations. We used 21 kinds of cancer in total.
344
Somatic nucleotide variants (SNV) used for the following study were subsequently annotated by
345
Oncotator (Ramos et al. 2015) in UCSC Xena (http://xena.ucsc.edu), only those curated SNVs were 346 picked out. SNV data summary and cancer descriptions are generated in Table S1 . Cancer detection (Fig. 1d) was performed by hierarchical cluster using the 352 median and mean of gene mutation frequency and 5-year survival rate. The 5-year survival rate for 353 each cancer was calculated using TCGA dataset, and we also evaluated cancer prognosis by existing 354 research (http://www.cancersurvivalrates.net).
356
Reconstruction of pan-cancer evolution process
357
Cancer evolution process was reconstructed using the approach we published before (Pang et 
359
(BML) (Misra et al. 2014 ), we generated evolutionary paths including genes with both high and 360 moderate mutation frequency. After built DAG map using raw data (Fig. S1) , we generated 361 convincible evolution paths using bootstrap score threshold. We randomly selected 30 samples (with 362 18 replacement) at each stage for 100 times in case sample bias. Nodes appeared more than 60 times, and 363 nodes appeared more than 10 times in each pathological stage of particular cancer were kept. Genes 364 appeared more than once in combined and separate pathological stages DAGs in the raw map were 365 recognized as DAG key genes. These three vectors of four pathological stage were used for NMF
366
cluster. An R script implemented this clustering process by R package "NMF"(Gaujoux and Seoighe 367 2010). Four evolution pattern figures (Fig. 2c) were manually sketched. Evolutionary paths with 368 direct connection to normal node and had more than one key genes was considered as major 369 evolutionary path.
371
Survival analysis of cancers in the same pattern
372
Survival time used in this paper was the time to death or censor event. Survival curve in Fig.   373 3 was generated by Kaplan-Meier estimator and plotted by R package "survminer". Survival analysis 374 in Table S3 was performed using R package "survival" (Harrington and Fleming 1982) . 
383
Network construction and analysis were generated by Cytoscape (Shannon et al. 2003) . High disease-
384
connected DEGs and high PPI degree DEGs were collected in Table S5 . We picked out hub DEGs 385 (degree>5) for functional enrichment using WEB-based GEne SeT Analysis Toolkit (Wang et al. 2013) 386 for with parameters set as Bonferroni, p<0.05.
387
After that, we separated enriched KEGG pathways to two parts, and defined genes with more 388 downstream regulations than upstream as upper genes. Under genes referred to the opposite.
389
Regulation area was related to the amount of upper and under genes. 
391
We also counted paths in individual KEGG pathways, and genes with direct or indirect connection
392
(irreversible direction) were supposed to be in the same path. RA normalization was performed global 393 and path normalization was performed among patterns.
